In this work, we consider the question of local Hilbert space factorization in 2D conformal field theory in the presence of a Kac-Moody symmetry. Generalizing previous work on entanglement and open-closed TQFT, we interpret the factorization of CFT states in terms of path integral processes that split and join the Hilbert spaces of circles and intervals. More abstractly, these processes are cobordisms of an extended CFT which are defined purely in terms of the OPE data. In addition to the usual sewing axioms, we impose an entanglement boundary condition that is solved by the vacuum Ishibashi state. This choice of entanglement boundary state leads to reduced density matrices that sum over super-selection sectors, which we identify as the CFT edge modes. Finally, we relate our factorization map to the coproduct formula for the Kac-Moody algebra, which we show is equivalent to a Boguliubov transformation in the case of a free boson.
Introduction
In its usual path integral formulation, a continuum QFT does not come equipped with a notion of local Hilbert space factorization. This presents an obstruction defining the reduced density matrix for a subregion which presumes such a factorization and a well defined partial trace. In the algebraic formulation of QFT, path integrals, Hilbert space factorization, and reduced density matrices are eschewed all together. Instead one assigns algebras of local operators to sub-regions of spacetime and quantum information theoretic quantities such as relative entropy are defined as properties of these local algebras. While the Algebraic approach has it's conceptual appeal and holds the promise of rigor, the calculational tools and the number of models that can be formulated in this way remains limited. On the other hand, the extended Hilbert space approach offers a useful alternative that falls within the standard paradigm of QFT. In previous work, we applied the framework of 2D extended TQFT to give local constraints on the Hilbert space extension. The goal of this paper is to generalize this construction to two dimensional CFT's.
The extended Hilbert space construction is best understood in gauge theorys [1] [2] , where the correlations introduced by the Gauss law constraint prevents factorization of the gauge invariant Hilbert space into independent local factors. Instead, each local Hilbert space is extended to include boundary edge modes, which transform nontrivially under the gauge group, now interpreted as a boundary symmetry group. The physical Hilbert space is then recovered as the entangling product of the independent factors, a fusion product which projects onto the gauge invariant subspace where the Gauss law is satisfied [3] . This extension leads to an edge mode contribution to the entanglement entropy of gauge theories; in the case of 2+1 D topological gauge theories this explains the topological entanglement entropy which plays a central role as an order parameter for topological order. The factorization problem is even more acute in quantum gravity, where it has been suggested that edge modes associated with diffeomorphisms may underly the puzzle of Bekenstein Hawking entropy [3] .
For 2D gauge theories and TQFT's, we gave an axiomatic formulation of the Hilbert space extension in the framework of extended TQFT [4] . This is a categorical description of TQFT in which the path integral is viewed as a rule which assigns Hilbert spaces to codimension 1 manifolds, and linear maps to cobordisms which interpolates between these manifolds. Since gluing cobordism corresponds to composition of linear maps, the path integral on an arbitrary surface can be constructed from gluing a basic set of cobordisms (figure 1). These are subject to sewing relations that ensure the consistency of different gluings (figure 2) [5] .
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Closed TQFT
Two dimensional closed TQFTs are classified by commutative Frobenius algebras. A Frobenius algebra is an algebra A with some additional operations:
There is also a braiding operation ⌧ , which just maps X ⌦ Y ! Y ⌦ X. Using these one can construct a natural pairing ✏ µ : A ⌦ A ! 1.
What is the relation between these conditions? And it must be commutative (µ = µ ⌧ ): An open TQFT is similar, we can define it in terms of a symmetric F Here the Hilbert spaces are associated to intervals, and the basic building b to the diagrams:
Note that the commutativity property is not satisfied: (5)). Thus the extension of the Hilbert space is identified with the extension of the closed TQFT, and the boundary labels coincide with the edge modes in the extended Hilbert space. These edge modes must satisfy the locality constraints expressed by the sewing axioms. In addition, for the factorization to preserve the correlations in the original state, this extension must satisfy the E brane axiom [4] which requires that holes created by the evolution of an entangling surface to be closed up. This is equivalent to the statement that the reduced density matrix ρ V of a subregion V should reproduce all correlation functions operators O V :
In addition to providing a solution to the factorization problem, the cobordism approach also 
Entanglement brane
In order to talk about entanglement we want to be able to take a closed diagram such as the sphere and express it as a trace in the open sector. This requires a special type of brane which obeys a condition of "shrinkability". We call this special brane the entanglement brane. We can express this as a new axiom for the entanglement brane:
To see how this allows us to write the sphere as a trace, we have:
where we have used the definition of the entanglement brane, the Cardy axiom, the definition of the bilinear pairing and the symmetry of the bilinear form. This shows that the sphere diagram can be opened up to a trace in the open string sector. 
where we have used the definition of the entanglement brane, the Cardy axiom, the definition of the bilinear pairing and the symmetry of the bilinear form. This shows that the sphere diagram can be opened up to a trace in the open string sector.
-5 - Figure 2 . Shown are five sewing axioms which ensures the consistency of different gluings. The last one is the Cardy condition gave a systematic way to compute mult-interval modular flows, negativity, and entanglement entropy [4] .
In this work we attempt a generalization of the extended TQFT approach to Hilbert space factorization to 2D conformal field theories. In this case, the basic cobordisms are specified by the OPE coefficients that define a boundary CFT (figure (3)). Just as in the TQFT case, these are constrained by sewing axioms [6] , the most well-known of which is crossing symmetry and modular invariance. Following the analogy with extended TQFT, we will formulate an E brane axiom for CFT edge modes and use it to define a Hilbert space factorization consistent with OPE's.
Here is a brief summary of the paper: In section 2 we present the basic cobordism of an extended CFT and the sewing relations first discussed by Lewellan [6] . In section 3 we formulate an E brane constraint for CFT's and propose a solution in the form of a vacuum Ishibashi state. We will use the vacuum of a free compact boson to give an explicit example of the E brane and the associated CFT edge modes, boundary symmetry, and entanglement entropy. In section 4 we introduce the factorization cobordism of a CFT , inspired by previous work that interprets CFT fusion in ring-like tensor products of Verma modules [7] . Throughout this paper, we will assume the presence of a Kac-moody symmetry algebra, and will formulate the factorization of descendant states using a co-product formula for the symmetry generators. To gain some intuition for this co-product we make a comparison with the standard Bogoliubov transformation which underlies the Unruh effect in Minkowski space. We will conclude with some discussion of open problems and speculate about applications to continuum tensor networks.
Basic data of an open-closed CFT
Here we present the boundary CFT data in the spirit of extended QFT.
Local Hilbert spaces In the closed CFT, the codimension 1 objects are circles, which are assigned to a Hilbert space furnishing a representation of the Virasoro algebra. In addition we will assume the presence of a Kac-Moody symmetry algebra and that states are classified according to it's representations, labelled by a primary state |φ i (For brevity we will consider a chiral sector of the closed CFT. ) The entire representation H i is obtained from applying the negative modes of the Kac-Moody algebra to |φ i . For states defined around the origin, these are obtained from the Kac-Moody current J(w) by J a n = w=0 w n J(w)dw (2.1)
Note that in contrast to a generic QFT where Hilbert spaces are assigned to global Cauchy slices, in a CFT there exists naturally a notion of a local Hilbert space. This is due to the state operator correspondence, which says that we can define a Hilbert space H i (z) around an arbitrary puncture z on a Riemann surface by inserting a primary operator φ i (z). Around each puncture, we can build a tower of states via the modes of the current centered at the puncture:
The closed sector is extended to the open sector by introducing intervals I ab with boundary labels a, b specifying conformally invariant boundary conditions. The corresponding Hilbert space H ab is again locally defined around a puncture at the boundary of an open surface. At each puncture we insert a boundary condition changing operator ψ ab i corresponding to a highest weight state, upon which the representation H i ab is built by applying the Kac-Moody raising operators. We will assume the open string can be "unfolded" into a chiral half of a closed string, and the Hilbert space H i ab corresponds to a representation of a single chiral copy of the Kac-Moody algebra. As discussed below, this will be the case for conformally invariant boundary conditions that preserve exactly one copy of all other global symmetries (such as U (1) k 's) as well.
The basic interaction cobordisms The basic cobordisms of an extended CFT are defined by the OPE coefficients, and are summarized in figure 3 . Given a standard conformal frame, these correspond to the one, two, and three point functions of the CFT. In this work we introduce factorization maps for the interval and the circle given by the cobordism for open string splitting and the closed to open transition. These will differ from the standard definitions in figure ( 3) by the choice of entanglement boundary conditions, which we elaborate on below. Moreover we will make a choice of conformal frame where the factorized states live on large intervals rather than at punctures, as shown in the left of figure (8) . This is the choice compatible with standard entanglement calculations. ,
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a a Figure 3 .
The basic CFT cobordisms can be mapped to the punctured (half) plane. Given a choice of punctures, the cobordism is a linear map between Hilbert spaces at the punctures, whose components are determined by the OPE coefficients.
Conformally invariant boundary conditions and Sewing Relations
Here we give a brief review of conformally invariant boundary conditions and the associated sewing relations. On the radially quantized upper half plane, these are boundary conditions on the real line which satisfy
Physically, this condition requires that no momentum flows out of the boundary. It cuts down the full Virasoro symmetry in to a single chiral copy, corresponding to conformal transformation preserving the boundary. Due to the Sugawara condition T (z) ∼: J(z)J(z) : we can satisfy this relation by solving 1
For example, this equation can be solved diagonal (Rational) CFT's and for the compact boson. These relations allow the charges and the states created by them to be unfolded into the lower half plane by defining
In the second equation, we combined the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic charges on the upper half plane into a single holomorphic charge in the whole plane. The open string states thus transform in a single chiral sector of the symmetry algebra. Here N is a label for the descendants. Even though the Ishibashi states are conformally invariant due to (2.4), they do not necessarily correspond to physical boundary conditions for the open string; in particular they do not have to be local. The physical boundary conditions must satisfy further non-linear constraints determined by the sewing relations alluded to in the introduction. These were first formulated for boundary CFT in [8] and they ensure that different gluings of the elementary cobordisms (figure (3)) into the same manifold will give the same linear map. For a given closed CFT, we can view an extension to the open sector as a solution to these constraints.
The constraint we will focus on is the Cardy condition, illustrated in figure (4) . This requires the physical boundary state |a , |b inserted on the annulus gives rise to bonafide open string partition functions that sums over an open string Hilbert space H ab :
This places strong constraints on |a, b because the RHS must be a sum over Boltzmann factors with integer degeneracies. The solutions are called Cardy states, which can be expressed as particular linear combinations of the Ishibashi states. However note that arbitrarily superposing Cardy states does not return a Cardy state, since the Cardy constraint is non linear.
The E brane boundary condition and the vacuum Ishibashi state
In this work, we wish to extend a closed CFT by cobordisms in figure (5) that provide a factorization of states on the interval or circle. Such a factorization map and the associated entanglement boundary conditions should preserve the correlation function of the original state. Following the analogous construction in a TQFT [4] , we formulate this boundary con- 
which are expressed graphically by:
There are some further consistency conditions that relate the open and closed sectors. dition as a closed string boundary state which satisfies a constraint we call the entanglement brane, in addition to the sewing axioms. For a CFT, the E brane axiom requires that as the entangling surface shrinks to zero size, the bulk correlation functions should approach their value in the absence of the boundary. For example, for an annulus with two entanglement boundaries of size and Λ , we require that
Intuitively, a conformally invariant boundary state containing the vacuum would satisfy this condition, since by conformal invariance we can map a neighborhood of the entangling surface to a half infinite cylinder. The infinite time evolution then projects to the vacuum, allowing the hole to be closed up. In this work we propose the vacuum Ishibashi state as a candidate for the E brane boundary state.
To understand what this means in the open string channel, consider theories with a complete set of physical boundary states B satisfying the sewing axioms,and therefore correspond to local boundary boundary conditions. Completeness means we can express ||a ∈ B in terms of the Ishibashi states [9] via an invertible matrix:
The second equation allows us to invert the first equation to write Ishibashi states as linear combinations of the physical boundary states. In particular,the E brane boundary state is
For a diagonal RCFT, the physical boundary states are the Cardy states, and K ai = S ai are the S-matrix elements. Since the Cardy conditions are non linear, the Cardy states do not form a vector space. Instead, we should interpret the above expression for the E-brane state as a sum over superselection sectors labelled by Cardy boundary conditions. In particular this sum will give the normalized bulk expectation value of the identity operator in the presence of an entanglement boundary:
1 e = 1 (3.4) in contrast to the non trivial expectation value for the case of a single cardy state. More importantly, in the case of a compact boson, a fixed Cardy state corresponding to a Dirichlet boundary leads to an anomalous term log log L in the entanglement entropy of a single interval of length L [10] . As we show below, the Ishibashi state leads to a sum over edge modes ( in this case Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions) that cancels this anomalous term.
Sum over selection sectors, edge and bulk entanglement entropy The E brane extension defines a reduced density matrix that involves a direct sums over super selection sectors labelled by physical boundary conditions. In the context of 2+1 D scalar fields, these superselection sectors have been discussed in [11] , and their corresponding edge modes analysed in [12] . In the algebraic formulation, the presence of superselection sectors is due to appearance of a nontrivial center in the algebra assigned to a subregion [13, 14] , and are labelled by the eigenvalues of the center variables. Given a generic label k for the super selection sectors with the unnormalized density matrixρ k , we can write the total unnormalized density matrix and it's trace as
We define the normalized density matrix ρ k and normalized probabilites P k by
The total entanglement entropy naturally splits into a "edge mode" shannon entropy plus a bulk piece
In particular for a single interval with E brane extension, we have super selection labels k = a b, with a, b · · · specifying local boundary conditions at the two ends. We can then define a reduced density matrix in each sector bỹ
with H ab the open string Hamiltonian in each sector, and T is the length of the interval. This is defined so that the trace is a path integral with Ishibashi states inserted:
Note that when computing the entropies using the replica trick, we don not insert the Ishibashi onto the replicated geometry. Instead, the replicated density matrix is trρ n ab = ab 0 |a n b| 0 n tr e −nH ab /T (3.10) which is different than 0|e − T n H closed |0 Defining Z ab = tr e −H ab /T = a|e −T H closed |b , we can use the closed string expressions trρ ab = 0|a Z ab b|0 (3.11)
to compute the entropies. In particular the edge entropy takes the thermal form
where the average · · · is with respect to P ab .
E brane for the free compact Boson
In this section, we illustrate the ideas above by explicitly constructing the E brane extension for the free compact boson. In Minkowski signature, various choices of entanglement boundary conditions for this system was analysed in [10] , who also calculated the entanglement entropy of the associated edge modes. Below we offer a different point of view based on Euclidean cobordisms and the E brane boundary state. Consider a free boson 2 of radius R:
In the closed string sector, the zero modes are parametrized by left/rightmomenta
where m counts the units of momentum and n the winding number. In terms of the right/left oscillators α n ,α n that generate the U (1) Kac-Moody algebra, there are two sets of Ishibashi states
Although the free boson is not a rational CFT, the Cardy states are known and given as follows:
In the open string frame, φ 0 is the Dirichlet boundary value of φ and w is a "Wilson line" variable that is best understood as the T-dual variable to φ 0 . The E brane boundary state is the vacuum Ishibashi state |0, 0 , which can be explicity obtained by summing over Dirichlet or Neumann cardy states:
Our normalization corresponds to α = 1 2 -10 -
The sum over Dirichlet boundary condition is natural because it is needed to preserve the shift invariance of φ, which enforce momentum conservation 3 in the correlation functions of vertex operators e ipφ . It also makes sense from the point of view of the path integral, which sums over all fluctuations of φ at the entangling surface [15] . It can be checked explicitly that the sum over Dirichlet boundary condition satisifies (3.1) for all local correlation functions. The reason for summing over Wilson lines can be understood via T-duality. Even though shift invariance for correlators of local operators are preserved for Neumann boundary condition, we have to enusre that the same holds for correlators of non-local vortex creation operators.
Under T-duality mapping φ →φ with dual radiusR = 2 R , these non local operators are mapped to local operators of the form V m = exp(imφ). Shift invariance for correlators of these operators require a sum over the T-dual dirichlet boundary condition,φ 0 which is the same as the Wilson line w for φ.
The Dirichlet E brane
We start in the closed string channel and consider the annulus diagram with UV and IR boundaries of size and Λ . We insert the Dirichlet E brane states (3.17) at both ends and search for an open string description in terms of summing over local, cardy boundary conditions. Mapping the annulus to the cylinder with length l = log Λ we have e e = e|q
where we noted that C = 2Rπ 2 0|φ a φ b |0 is a constant independent of the boundary conditions, and η(q) is the Dedekind eta. In the second equality, we have evaluated the amplitude and applied a Poisson resummation to the sum over momentum modes in (3.16 ) . In the final equality we used the transformation properties of η under a modular transformation, to obtain the open string partition function:
and note that φ Λ ranges over R as k ranges over Z, then the full annulus cobordism can be expressed as the trace of an (un-normalized) reduced density matrix:
Ignoring the factor of C, there is a natural 5 extension to the open string sector that reproduces this density matrix. To begin with we assign the following Hilbert space to an interval with E brane boundary labels:
Here Z is the gauge group which shifts the boson by 2πR. It is important that we do not divide each superselection label φ a , φ b by Z, because differences ∆φ = φ b − φ a is gauge invariant and should be arbitrary. In particular, fixing a gauge on an interval we could expand the boson as
φ a ∈ [0, 2πR], ∆φ ∈ R whose quantization defines a set of states |φ a , ∆φ, n , where the n labels the descendants of a boundary condition changing primary which changes the relative boundary values of φ by ∆φ.
For the factorization cobordisms which join and splits intervals, we impose the usual rule that the labels of the their endpoints must match when glued. This gives
For fixed φa and φ b , the zero mode term q Applying these to the closed string vacuum on the circle gives the facrorized vacuum state in figure 6. In the last equality, we have chosen a different conformal frame than in figure  (3) , in which the states in the tensor product live on the left and right half infinite lines of the upper half plane. This choice will facilitate comparison with the closed string ampitude (3.19) as well as the usual entanglement calculations.
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Open-closed TQFT There is also a braiding operation ⌧ , which just maps X ⌦ Y ! Y ⌦ X. Using these one can construct a natural pairing ✏ µ : A ⌦ A ! 1.
We can use these to define a bilinear pairing: Let us evaluate this vacuum factorization cobordism explicitly by computing the Euclidean path integral, and show that it is consistent with (3.22 ). Since we have a free theory, for each sector this amounts to evaluating the on shell action with given field configurations φ R , φ L on the two half lines. For this purpose, it will be convenient to make a conformal map to a cylindrical geometry with coordinate w = log z = x+it. Defining l = log Λ , k = πn l , n ∈ Z, we expand the field configurations as
Note the range of the zero modes in this expansion is consistent with the closed string calculation : where as φ ∈ R/2πRZ is a circle variable, differences like φ Λ − φ in a connected component of a cobordism is gauge invariant and should be treated as a real variable. This means that the boson on each interval can wind arbitrarily around the target space circle, as is intuitively appropriate from the point of view of the original path integral before the factorization. The on shell action for the configuration with these boundary conditions is
where S[L, R] is the contribution from the oscillating modes. This gives the factorized state
where N is a normalization constant from the fluctuation determinant of the oscillators. On this state, the reduced density matrix on one interval coincides with the density matrix of equation (3.22 ), up to a constant. Note that in it's factorized form, it is the entanglement between the edge modes φ , φ Λ that identify this state as living the circle rather than an interval. We see that the probability factor in the density matrix is determined by the zero mode part of the on shell action [13] :
which gives the "edge mode" entropy
The first term is due to the equal mixture of states with different φ , and the second term is from the gaussian probablity factor for ∆φ = φ Λ − φ . The 1 2 log l factor is crucial as it cancels against a − 1 2 log l from the entropy due to the oscillators:
The total entropy is then S = l 6 + log 2πR + log π + O(e −l ) (3.33)
The Neumann E Brane
Here we write the Neumann E brane as in equation (3.18) , which can be obtained from the Dirichlet E brane by T-duality:
So the annulus diagram with Neumann E brane can also be obtained by T-duality
In addition to satisfying Neumann boundary conditions ∂ x φ = 0, an open string extension consistent with this density matrix couples to background Wilson line w 1 , w 2 ∈ [0, 1 R . On the cylinder, these correspond to adding boundary terms in the action at the two circular boundaries:
For Neumann boundary conditions, φ(x, t) can be expanded as
while the back ground Wilson lines change the canonical momentum to
We define the zero mode of π by
and impose the canonical commutation relations
where the commutator for the zero modes come from integrating the commutator for the fields.
Since π 0 l is the canonically conjugate variable to the circle variable φ 0 ∈ [0, 2πR], it must be quantized in units of 1 R so that the wavefunction e iπ 0 φ 0 l is single valued. Writing the physical momentum p in terms of the quantized eigenvalues of π 0 then gives can gives
The Hilbert space of an interval can then be described in terms of modes of π, with the zero mode w Λ , w playing the role of super selection labels :
The Wilson lines are circle valued on the interval [0, 1 R ] but as in the Dirichlet case we do not divide the individual super selection labels w , w Λ by the gauge group Z. This allows us to implement the usual gluing rules where we match the superselection labels and sum, then dividing the configuration on a connected component by Z Given this choice of the interval Hilbert space, we can again compute the factorized ground state directly from the path integral. In this case, evaluating the on shell action 1 2 ∂M φ∂ n φ seems to give zero because ∂ n φ = ∂ x φ = 0 along the two boundary circles of the cylinder. But we must not forget that the φ(x, t) is multivalued along the t direction , so there is a branch cut at t = 2π that acts effectively as a boundary. The on shell action comes from this cut and gives
leading to the factorized vacuum state
Taking the norm gives back the trace of the Neumann density matrix in (3.35)
Just like the state, the entropy is related to the Dirichlet case by T-duality:
Comments on edge mode EE and boundary symmetry
The example above illustrates that our proposal for the E brane state leads to a sum over edge modes of the U (1) boundary symmetries of the free boson
where for the Neumann case we have written the U (1) action in terms of the T dual variable. Notice that the boundary symmetries are generated by the zero mode charges in the T-dual frame:
The edge modes are labelled by the variable conjugate to these charges , and the gluing rules project onto a subspace of the tensor product which is invariant under the simultaneous action of the boundary symmetry on either side of the entangling surface. This invariance originated from the fact that the global vacuum state had zero momentum and winding, and leads to an edge mode entropy which gives the log of the volume of symmetry group.
On the other hand, we can also consider the effect of our gluing rules on the zero mode J 0 of the Kac-Moody algebra. Due to the matching of the charges on either side of the entangling surface, the action of J 0 on the vacuum factorizes as :
where the J 0 on the LHS denotes the charge on the total space. We can think of ∆ as giving a representation of the global charge on the tensor product Hilbert space. This naturally leads to the question of how ∆ acts on the local charges J n for n = 0, and we will elaborate on this in the next section. For now we note that for the free boson we can also understand the edge modes for the Neumann or Dirichlet brane as arising from the choice of center in the algebra of observables on an interval. For the Neumann case, π 0 is the center variable which commutes with all operators on the interval, because its conjugate variable φ 0 does not appear in the modular Hamiltonian, which is just the free boson Hamiltonian on the cylinder. On the other hand, Dirichlet boundary conditions removes π 0 from the local algebra and gives rise to the center variables φ 0 , φ 1 . In each case the edge modes are the simultaneous eigenvalues of the center, labelling different blocks of the reduced density matrix [13] . Finally we note that the EE for Neummann and the Dirichlet brane differ in the subleading, edge mode counting term. This may be puzzling at first because they were both defined in terms of the vacuum Ishibashi state. However note that the choice of this boundary state only specifies the trace of the reduced density matrix, and does not give unique open string extension. We have made a natural choice in which the integral over Cardy labels in the closed string amplitude is interpreted as a direct sum over open string sectors, and this has led to different EE's for the two types of boundary conditions.
Co-product, Factorization and Fusion rules
In the previous section we applied the factorization cobordism to the vacuum of a free boson on a spatial circle. Here we would like to generalize the factorization to excited states and for more general CFT's. The key observation is that in each superselection sector the open string factorization cobordism (3.26) can be unfolded into a chiral vertex operator which defines the fusion rules in a CFT [16] . This is a path integral on a pair of pants geometry in figure (7) An open TQFT is similar, we can define it in terms of a symmetric Fr Here the Hilbert spaces are associated to intervals, and the basic building b to the diagrams:
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We can use these to define a bilinear pairing: Moreover this map commutes with contour deformation, which allows the charges J n = dw w n J(w) on H ac k to be expressed in terms of charges at H ab i and H bc j . This defines a co-product ∆ for the Kac-Moody algebra A
Once we have the factorization of a primary state |φ k given by π † , ∆ gives a factorization of the excited states on H ac k since these are created by the negative modes. This co-product is essentially a generalization of the Bogoliubov transformation in Minkowski space, which expresses the operators on the a global Cauchy slice in terms of linear combinations of operators acting on subregions. Below we will make these ideas concrete by deriving an explicit formula for the co-product of Kac-Moody charges appropriate to our choice of conformal frame in the factorization cobordisms.
Factorization via the CFT Co-product
Consider the cobordism on the left of figure (8) . This is similar to the vacuum factorization diagram, except we have inserted a primary φ k (z ∞ = Λe iθ ) at the boundary surface at infinity. We want to factorize charges J n ,J n defined around this puncture into operators acting on the two halves of the real line. To do so we first make a conformal map to the thrice punctured upper half η plane. After unfolding as in the right of figure (8) we can derive the action of J n on the Hilbert space around the punctures at 0, ∞ by contour deformation. In particular, for n > 0, we follow the method of [7] and consider the integral
Unfold Figure 8 . We map the "macaroni" geometry on the left to the 3 punctured η plane, where we can apply the methods of [7] to split the charge J n (u) using contour deformation and OPE's. Note that in the eta plane radial quantization is identified with angular quantization in the z plane
(For notational convenience we omit the boundary labels a, b, c on φ i,j .) Here we have taken an inner product with an arbitrary finite energy state |χ to obtain a mereomorphic function with singularities at 0, ∞. The singularity structure is determined by the OPE's of J(η) with either of the two punctures. For example near η = 0, we have the expansion
and near infinity where we use the coordinate ρ = 1 η have
Inserting these expansions into (4.3) near each singularity and doing the integrals gives an expression of the form
Since χ was arbitrary, this defines a co-product of the Kac-Moody mode J n which acts on the tensor product Hilbert space
Computing this explicitly gives (for positive n)
Note that this differs slightly from the co-product formula in equation (2.9) of [7] , particularly in the difference in the sign of the modes on the right and left region. This is because there was a "ket to bra" mapping hidden in the conformal transformation between the z plane and the η plane. This is due to the logarithm in η = exp( iπ l log z) , which induces a mapping |i → i| of the state on the left interval of the z plane (colored blue in figure (8)).
Comparison with Bogoliubov transformation in Minkowski space When mapped back to the z plane in the left of figure (8) , the co-product formula (4.8) factorizes the annihilation operators on a single interval Hilbert space (purple contour) into annihilation and creation operators acting on the left and right subregions of the real line. Since this real section of the z = x + iτ plane also belongs to a t = 0 slice of the Minkowski space (right of figure (9)), we expect this factorization is related to the Bogoliubov transformation relating Minkowski and Rindler modes. For a free Boson in Minkowski space, this is obtained by expanding the field in two ways:
In the first line we expanded in terms of the usual Minkowski plane waves, and in the second, we expanded in Rindler plane waves x ik = e ikξ in the left and right wedges. The corresponding creation and annihilation operators are related by
Here we show that this can be reproduced from the co-product formula (4.8) in an appropriate limit.
To make the comparison we first take the → 0 limit, so that the intervals in figure (8) are half infinite and can be identified with a spatial slice of the left or right Rindler Wedge. In this limit u → −1 so it drops out of the co-product formula.
Next we take the limit n q, n m, in the binomial coefficients of (8) in which n m → n m Γ(q + 1) (4.11) Figure 9 . The charge J n defined on the purple semicircle around z ∞ can be deformed onto the real line. It can then be interpreted as acting on the factorized vacuum state prepared by the "macaroni" geometry at τ = 0. The co-product ∆(J n ) obtained by contour deformation can then be related to a Bogoliubov transformation factorizing operators on a t=0 slice in Minkowski space Finally we make a Wick rotation of the mode numbers:
which is identical to the Bogoliubov transformation (4.10) after identifying
We give a heuristic argument for taking the large n limit which is necessary in the comparison with known results of the Unruh effect. To begin with, one would like to deform the circle surrounding the point at infinity to a path that almost coincides with the real line, wrapping the bottom boundary of the macaroni in figure (8) . In terms of the z coordinates, the mode expansion (η − u) n = (−u) n (1 − (z/Λ) iπ/l ) n = (−u) n exp(n ln(1 − (z/Λ) iπ/l )) (4.15) This on first sight does not look like plane waves in the Euclidean plane, which are eigenbasis with which the analysis of Unruh was based on. Inspecting the absolute value of the integrand, it is given by
Clearly, the maximum value is located at χ = l, which is equivalent to z = . Since sin(πχ/(2l)) ≤ 1 and monotonically decreasing all the way until the IR cutoff at z = Λ, therefore suppose we take the large n limit, the norm of the integrand would fall off very rapidly. The main contribution has to come from the region z = where sin(πχ/(2l)) = 1.
In that region (−u) n (1 − (z/Λ) iπ/l ) n = (2iu) n e inπ/(2l)z sin n (πz/(2l)) ≈ (2iu) n e inπ/(2l)z + O((δz/ ) 2 ). (4.17)
We reckon the main contribution to the contour integral along the full real line (with cutoff size 2l in our geometry) indeed takes the form of a plane wave with momentum nπ/(2l), as desired.
We would also like to comment on the common Wick rotation of the momenta to purely imaginary values in (4.12) . Recall that the Unruh effect is derived in the Minkowskian signature, whereas we are working in the Euclidean signature. This suggests that this is a rather non-standard while entirely legal continuation to flip the signature -i.e. the spatial coordinate in both the Rindler and Minkowski frames are Wick rotated. To ensure that the modes stay oscillatory, the momenta should take purely imaginary values.
Factorization of creation operators and co-product of negative modes
We showed above that the co-product of positive Kac-Moody modes J n with n > 0 analytically continues into the Bogoliubov transformation in Minkowski space, which factorizes the annihilation operators a n . The factorization of the creation operators a −n can be obtained by taking the adjoint of the RHS in the co-product formula (4.8) . This in turn defines a factorization of the descendant states obtained by applying these creation operators to the vacuum.
However a puzzle arises when we consider the CFT co-product formula for the negative modes, which is normally what we mean by "the creation operators" :
This is certainly not the Euclidean adjoint of ∆(J n ) , so it would seem the co-product does not commute with taking the adjoint.
The problem is that the adjoint operation in which we send n → −n on the LHS of this equation is not the same as the adjoint defined on the RHS by flipping the signs of the modes in each tensor factor. To see this recall that in a Euclidean CFT, the adjoint of an operator is defined to include a time reversal operation: in radial quantization that we are using, this time reversal is an inversion about the circle on which the Hilbert space is defined. The adjoint thus depends on a choice of time slicing of the Euclidean plane.
In particular,the time slicing defined for the Hilbert spaces associated with J n (u) (purple circles in figure (8) are not compatible with the radial time slices around η = 0, ∞, on which J m (η = 0) ⊗ 1 and 1 ⊗ J l (η = ∞) are defined. We should thus label our adjoint operations with a choice of time slice, in which case equation (4.19) becomes less mysterious. Notice that Euclidean adjoint for the charges around η = 0, ∞ involve radial inversion in the η coordinate system which corresponds to inversion in the angular coordinate on the z plane. When analytically continued to Minkowski space, angular inversion becomes reversal of the Rindler time, which is compatiable with the global reversal of Minkowski time. This is why the Euclidean adjoint applied to the RHS of the co-product (4.8) is compatible with the adjoint in Minkowski space.
A local tensor product structure for CFT Despite it's unusual conformal frame, the factorization cobordism on the left of figure (8) is conformally equivalent to a three point function of boundary primary operators, as shown by the mapping to the η plane. This is a linear operator π that defines fusion in a CFT as in (4.1), which can be interpreted as a way of decomposing tensor product representations of the chiral algebra into irreducibles. More precisely, π is an intertwiner with respect to the co-product ∆: J n π = π∆(J n ) (4.20)
However the relevant tensor product on which ∆(J n is well defined is not the usual tensor product of Hilbert spaces, which would not preserve the central charges of the Kac-Moody Algebra 6 . Instead a quotient must be imposed to define a tensor product that preserves central charges and is compatible with the fusion rules of a CFT [7] [16] . Let's consider this quotient from the point of view of Hilbert space factorization. Naively, the Hilbert space of two intervals has twice as many states as that of one interval, so identifying these Hilbert spaces requires a quotient of some sort. For example, in the zero mode sector of the compact boson this was implemented by our gluing rules and the sum over edge modes, which projects onto an entangled subspace. However there remains two independent towers of states that we can create on top of this subspace via the Kac-Moody modes on either interval. This is related to the fact that the central charge would double should we take the usual tensor product on the two intervals. However the aforementioned quotient which defines the fusion rules cuts down the states so that one can fuse two intervals into one. This suggests that the combination of the quotient on the zero modes and the excited states give a CFT analog of the entangling product that was defined for gauge theories [3] . 6 The central charges of the chiral algebra would just add under the normal tensor product of vector spaces For completeness, let us briefly recall the definition of the CFT quotient [7] . Consider a mapping w(η) of the thrice punctured η plane, taking the point η = u, 0, ∞ to w = ∞, w 1 , w 2 .
To determine the co-product ∆, we derive the action of J n on the tensor product Hilbert space at w 1 , w 2 by computing an integral similar to (4.3) but for negative modes:
χ|w −n J(w)φ i (w 1 )φ j (w 2 )|0 n > 0 (4.21)
Where C is a large contour around infinity (purple circle in figure (4.2) ). There is now a pole at w = 0 whose residue can be evaluated either by taking the OPE of J(w) with primaries inserted at w 1 or at w 2 . The two choices of OPE's give two different expressions for the Figure 10 . Two ways of computing the co-product for negative modes, corresponding to two choices of contour deformations and OPE's co-product for negative modes: The quotient is defined by the equivalence relation on the tensor product space that sets ∆ 1 (J −n ) = ∆ 2 (J −n ). This defines the fusion product
on which the co-product ∆ is well defined.
Conclusion
In this work we proposed an extension of a 2D CFT which gives a factorization of the Hilbert space in terms of OPE data. To identify the entanglement boundary state in this frame work, we introduced a constraint called the E brane axiom and proposed the vacuum Ishibashi state as a solution. This leads to edge modes corresponding to super-selection sectors labelled by Cardy boundary conditions. In each superselection sector, we related the factorization to the co-product formula of the chiral symmetry algebra. This co-product defines a tensor product structure compatible with fusion, and we conjecture that when combined with the sum over superselection sectors this gives the analogue of the entangling product for CFT's. This paper is a preliminary step in realizing the above proposal and there is still a long way forward. First, more examples need to be worked out to understand whether the vacuum Ishibashi state always defines the appropriate factorization map. In particular, an analysis of the factorization of the nontrivial winding and momentum states on the circle is needed. Second, it should be possible to connect our Euclidean boundary state approach to a direct derivation of the CFT edge modes in Minkowski signature. For example, in the case of the compact boson, it is possible to derive the edge modes from a direct analysis of the symplectic potential [17, 18] . In these references, it was shown that the symplectic potential contains a "corner term" indicating thatφ serves as an edge mode degree of freedom for φ. This seems consistent with our sum overφ at the entangling surface due to the Neumann E brane.
Another source of examples that deserves study is the compact bosons at rational and self dual radii, where the spectrum and the space of conformal boundary conditions changes. For example, at the self dual radius R = 1 √ 2 there is an enhanced SU (2) × SU (2) symmetry and the space of conformal boundary states satisfying (2.3) enlarges beyond the Dirichlet and Neumann cardy states [19] . While, these "extra" boundary states occuring at this radius do not satisfy the gluing condition (2.4), it would be interesting to see if they modify the edge mode structure and the associated boundary symmetry.
